[Alzheimer's disease. Present and future role of genetics].
Research in the field of Alzheimer's disease has shown that genetic factors play an important role in the aetiology of the disease. Until now, four genes have been found to be implicated in Alzheimer's disease. Mutations in the amyloid precursor protein gene (APP) and the presenilin genes (PSEN1 en PSEN2) cause early onset Alzheimer's disease. These mutations segregate in an autosomal dominant pattern. The fourth gene involved in Alzheimer's disease is the apolipoprotein E gene (APOE). Carriers of the E4 variant of APOE have an increased risk of Alzheimer's disease. Being a carrier of this E4 variant increases the risk of both early- and late-onset Alzheimer's disease. Of the four Alzheimer-genes, APOE plays the most important role in the general population. Mutations in APP and the presenilin genes account for less than 1% of the prevalence of the disease in the general population compared to 10-17% for the APOE variation. Up till now the impact of genetics in daily clinical practice is very limited. However, genetics has caused major progress in molecular-biological knowledge, especially of the amyloid metabolism, creating optimism about novel biological markers and eventually therapeutic strategies. In Alzheimer's genetics break-throughs are to be expected using classical methods such as the candidate-gene or linkage approach. Novel strategies such as genetic research in isolated populations are promising.